8:30   Registration
9:00   Welcome
9:15   Introductory Remarks
9:30   Expanding Non-Traditional Communication: New Frontiers & Reframing PCP Process
10:15  On a Personal Note: Families’ Stories and Perspectives of NTC’s Value
11:15  Break
11:30  Keeping Our Eyes Forward: Trends and Challenges facing NTC Consumers & Agencies
12:00  Lunch
1:00-3:30  Concurrent Workshops: Meeting Challenges

   After the I-pad: Role of DSP/Family Supporters in using Communication Assistive Technology:
   Presenters: Romy Spitz
   Note: this is a workshop for what needs to happen AFTER programming and staff training on the basic app.

   Using your VG Skills: Sexuality Education for Visual Gestural Users
   Presenters: Jennifer McCann

   Real Life Outcomes of Functional Communication—Team Preparedness
   Presenters: Paula Matlins, Gina Pitcher

3:30   Evaluations & Adjourn